
Motivation: employees can do more

Presentation offered some new ideas for dealing with problem 
areas with staff; Several gems and pearls that were very relevant 
and I gained insight; Enlightening, thought provoking 
presentation; People management goes far beyond motivation: 
I got much more than I bargained for!; A good presentation, 
well delivered at a good steady pace; It was extremely helpful; 
Immediately applicable; Could have been two days more for 
just having the trainer answer questions and exploring different 
ideas at even double the cost; Would like to attend more 
workshops held by this presenter, handouts and workbook were 
excellent; Could relate to motivation even though I am not yet 
a supervisor; Energetic style--kept things moving--well organized; 
Well prepared, good handouts, nice style; Excellent overall 
program; I'd like to work with more people like you--intelligent, 
creative, tough (high standards) and motivated; I respect the 
knowledge and wit of  the teacher; Mr. Schwartz knows how 
to communicate; You have a tremendous amount of  valuable 
information to give, you know it and you want your students 
to use it productively--You are sincere and secure about helping 
and it shows; This lecture was well organized and presented 
with true professionalism; As a new manager I came with a 
wide open mind and found out what kind of  boss I really am; 
I came to improve my managerial effectiveness and I believe 
this will help; Great practical tips, but so much to consider!; 
Talking about the abrasive supervisor and how to handle the 
situation; The motivational process formula helps focus the 
requirements and elements of  motivation; I liked the prioritization 
exercise that we did--It was interesting to see how different 
peoples' priorities are; Learning to motivate the marginal 
performer; I found the exercise on job relations very helpful--I 
feel this would be very useful in building my cluster group--It 
will give me a sense of  where my employees are; The different 
"kinds" of  motivators (personality types); Hearing the kinds of  
intangible needs and how to deal with employees; The 
handouts, as then can be referred to at anytime; How to keep 
harmony, improve production, performance and create a 
congenial atmosphere; The technique of  letting my staff  
"ventilate" for about fifteen minutes a week and then following 
through with them; J + N --> B = P theory was very interesting; 
Appraising structures; Learning how to motivate difficult 
employees; Learning how to start-right in a start-up situation 
(thanks for the one-on one feedback); Role playing and focusing 
on goal setting as my primary task; Understanding the mind set 
and position of  employees; Job goals and motivational goals; 
The concept of  supervisory style (leader vs. administrator; Typing 
of  each individual's needs; Clear definition of  exactly "what is 
motivation;" How to facilitate employees to buy-into team work; 
Flexible advice and your articles--instructor is a great listener; 
Good mix of  theory and application; Many concrete ideas; Team 
work with other professionals who have different perspectives.
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